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T
he economic, social and environmental challenges facing businesses today are

unlike any that organizations faced in the past: there is more concerns for envi-

ronmental protection; there is a pressure to convince managers to conduct business

in respect with the sustainability requests; there is an increased desire for trustworthy,

upstanding businesses – combined with flagging public trust in many of our largest

corporations.

For this reason, since November 2009, ISO 9004 series related management of an

organization to sustainable success based on quality management. Sustainable business

provides a foundation for businesses’ success in this climate. Its techniques enable

organizations to be profitable, while in the same time, help people and the environment,

resolving important social problems.

Business sustainability is often defined as managing the triple bottom line process by

which companies manage their financial, social and environmental risks, obligations

and opportunities. These three impacts are sometimes referred to as profits, people

and planet. (From Financial Times Lexicon).

A more robust definition is that business sustainability represents resiliency over time:

businesses that can survive shocks because they are intimately connected to healthy

economic, social and environmental systems.

These businesses create economic value

and contribute to healthy ecosystems and

strong communities.

According to the World Council for Economic

Development (WCED), sustainable develop-

ment is development that “meets the needs

of the present without compromising the

ability of future generations to meet their own

needs.” So, for industrial development to be

sustainable, it must address important issues

at the macro level, such as: economic effi-

ciency (innovation, prosperity, productivity),

Quality and Business 
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social equity (poverty, community, health

and wellness, human rights), and environ-

mental accountability (climate change, land

use, biodiversity).

Most important for the business sustainability

is the ability to manage the interaction

between three areas:

• Social – Environmental: Environmental 

justice, Natural resources Stewardship,

Locally & Globally;

• Environmental – Economic: Energy Effi-

ciency, Subsidies/Incentives for use of

Natural Resources;

• Economic – Social: Business Ethics, Fair

trade, Workers’ rights.

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) means to operate a business in a manner that

meets or exceeds the ethical, legal, commercial and public expectations that society has

of the respective business.

Stakeholders are interested in the performance of a company for reasons other than

just stock appreciation. Stakeholders could or could not be shareholders.

Shareholders are an individual, group, or organization that owns one or more

shares in a company, and in whose name the share certificate is issued. It is legal

for a company to have only one shareholder. CSR primarily focuses on shareholders.

Corporate Accountability contributes to a sustainable business practice in that cor-

porate accountability provides a legal and ethical basis for a company to report on its

impact on society and the environment, in addition to their financial performance.

Despite the achievements of the last three decades, the present concepts of sustainability

and sustainable development are still inadequate to drive the transitions necessary to

adapt human relations with the Planet for the future.

Many companies now understand that sustainability affects their financial performance

as demonstrated by the levels of commitment maintained through the recession.

However, even leading companies are reaching the limits of what they can do by

themselves. Own to this reality, the companies need leaders with a vision that looks

beyond the short term to be able to face the challenges of a changing world. Today’s

leaders and those of the future need to account for the threats posed by climate

change, resource scarcity, and a growing population increasingly keen to hold business

accountable for its social and environmental impacts. Businesses themselves are also

seeking out alternative sources of leadership inspiration.

Prof. Florin Danalache, Ph.D.

Senior Editor
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QUALITY – A KEY FACTOR 

FOR SUCCESS

ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 9004:2009 pro-

vide excellent models for organizations to

create quality management systems tai-

lored specifically to their customers’

needs. On one hand, accomplishing ISO

9001:2008 requirements will

create trust in organization’s

capability to meet cus-

tomers’ expectations, by

stimulating the analiys of

their needs, by defining

and controlling processes.

On the other hand, ISO

9004:2009 enhances a basic

quality management system

by focusing on continuous improvement,

in order to increase competitiveness, the

satisfaction of customers and other interest-

ed parties. Virtually any organization can

identify and implement processes that

comply with these requirements, but the

true challenge is ensuring that such com-

pliance will add value by helping the com-

pany to achieve its business

goals.

According to some qual-

ity management experts, the

most significant change

brought by the new stan-

dards ISO 9000 is not linked

to customers satisfaction,

continuous improvement or

even to the process-model

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY OBJECTIVES

Doina Constantinescu*, Alexandru Tomescu

Politehnica University of Bucharest, Romania

Quality means 

doing it right 

when no one 

is looking.

(Henry Ford)

Top-management should not have any second thoughts in revising quality objectives and

the changes should be communicated to the personnel, also. There is a clear link between

the organization’s commitment for continuous improvement and the dynamic aspect of

policy and quality objectives review. Under these conditions, even partial achievement of

relevant and careful established quality objectives proves continuous improvement.

Keywords: mission, quality objectives, strategic planning, key performance areas
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structure. The most significant change is

the requirement for quality objectives. The

standard requires that quality objectives

should be established at each relevant

function and level within the organization.

In this respect, to move beyond simple

standards compliance towards measurable,

profit-improving success, it is required an

understanding of how “the business of

business” interacts with management theo-

ry, more exactly, an integration of quality

and excellence into the business routines.

In order to achieve best results, top-

management’s commitment regarding to

quality must be confirmed, by aligning the

quality policy, objectives and processes.

ISO 9001:2008 requires that a quality policy

should provide a framework for reviewing

the company’s quality objectives. The pol-

icy should give an overall direction for the

organisation, and the objectives should

flow in that direction. However, because

of outside forces such as customer require-

ments and market environment, business

regime can – and often does – change.

When this happens, the correspondence

between quality policy and objectives

may become skewed. Thus, the standard

requires that top-management periodically

review changes to both policy and objec-

tives, but ISO doesn’t address aligning

quality policy and quality objectives with

other business goals. In such cases, con-

fusion about accountability could arise,

and the organisation’s quality objectives

might become more than responsibilities

assigned to the “Quality Department”.

On the other hand, resource allocation can

also be a problem, when middle managers

attempt to accomplish goals that aren’t

synchronized with quality objectives.

As a first conclusion, in any organisa-

tion implementing a quality management

system, quality objectives must be defined,

reflecting, also, the quality policy. They

must be coherent and aligned to strategic

objectives of the business, taking into ac-

count, also, customers’ expectations. More

than that, key-processes for accomplishing

the business objectives, should be de-

signed and aligned to quality objectives.

The quality policy, objectives and pro-

cesses are interrelated and must work to-

gether to achieve business improvement.

ESTABLISHING 

QUALITY OBJECTIVES

There is already proven by lots of or-

ganisational practices that the success in

business competition is determined by en-

suring customers satisfaction, which means

that the products quality level has to ful-

fill their requirements and expectations.
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The economic organisations evolve in a

highly dynamic social, economic, tech-

nological and competitive environment.

Adapting to this environment implies a

stronger customer focus; in this respect

“customer-driven company” has become

“customer-driven quality”, which requires

a proactive approach to customer satis-

faction. Generally, being proactive as man-

agerial focus implies long-term decisions,

and the implementation of these decisions

has to result in eliminating or diminishing

potential causes with negative effects in

the organisation’s performance. The main

causes that require the management’s re-

active attitude to be replaced by the pro-

active one in order to obtain customer

satisfaction are the social development

dynamics, shown by the evolution of cus-

tomer requirements and expectations, and

the intensification of competitive forces,

currently increased by the globalization

process.

The strategic planning of quality can

provide the proactive approach to cus-

tomer satisfaction. “Customer focus” – one

of the eight quality management princi-

ples – determines several requirements for

development and implementation of the

managerial processes described in the

ISO 9001:2008 standard. As an essential

condition for the existence of every eco-

nomic organisation, and especially for its

evolution in the current external environ-

ment, customer focus requires the organ-

isation’s top-management to develop the

planning process in quality, as well. Qual-

ity objectives have to be set for both the

organisation, and its products, as we may

conclude from the following paragraph

from the standard: “…the top-management

has to ensure that the quality objectives,

including those which are necessary to ful-

fill the requirements referring to the prod-

uct, are set for the relevant positions and to

the organisation’s relevant levels”. As well,

recommendations from ISO 9004:2009 stan-

dard which contain a specific reference to

strategic planning of quality (paragraph

5.4.1), clarify the idea that quality planning

should be done by a strategic decision.

Generally, in each organisation which

has implemented a quality management

system and especially in those whose

system is in compliance with the ISO

9001:2008 standard, the managerial pro-

cesses contain specific elements implied

by the organisation’s customer focus. For

the same reason, strategic planning of

quality in these organisations requires

developing of the classical strategic man-

agement process, in a manner which may

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY OBJECTIVES
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allow the following specific problems to

be solved:

• How are the organisational quality ob-

jectives comprised in the quality strate-

gic ones?

• How may quality objectives be identi-

fied for different organisations, positions

and levels?

• How may the correspondence between

organisational and product quality ob-

jectives be achieved?

• How may the correspondence between

the product quality objectives and the

functional areas and compartment

ones be achieved?

• How should the product quality objec-

tives be set, in order to allow both ful-

fillment of customers’ requirements/ex-

pectations and achievement of organi-

sational objectives?

Therefore, another specific problem of

the strategic planning on quality consists

in the necessity of having supplementary

input data. Besides information concerning

general and competitive external environ-

ment and the organisation’s strategic ca-

pability, there is a need for information

referring to requirements and expectations

of interested parties, especially customers.

Generally, organisations are setting

multiple strategic objectives for the same

period, because they can aim to the

achievement of performance in different

domains, as profitability, efficiency, com-

petitiveness, flexibility, customer satisfac-

tion, employees’ satisfaction, social respon-

sibility. From these domains, there should

be identified key areas where strategic

objectives have to be set. For example,

quality focused organisations should al-

ways consider competitiveness and cus-

tomer satisfaction as key areas for their

objectives. In this way, the organisational

quality objectives will be more than impli-

cit (they are necessary in order to achieve

other objectives, i.e. profit, turnover), but

explicit, referring directly to the perform-

ance the organisation has to achieve, in

order to fulfill customers’ requirements and

expectations. The organisational objectives

express the global level performances.

Their achievement requires obtaining cer-

tain results which have to be planned for

different organisation levels, and these can

be identified using a derivation process.

Within the strategic planning of quality

process, identifying organisation’s strategic

business units is especially important. This

is justified by the fact that requirements

and expectations of different customer

segments are not identical, even for the

same product. Setting the quality objec-

tives for the strategic business units is a

Doina Constantinescu, Alexandru Tomescu
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decisive stage for the organisation’s suc-

cess, because they are the base for adopt-

ing adequate competitive strategies; the

competitive advantage which has to be

achieved by implementing these strate-

gies thereafter becomes the landmark for

product quality objectives setting.

A model for a process of strategic plan-

ning, whose implementation allows solv-

ing particular problems regarding quality

objectives in customer oriented organisa-

tions is presented in Figure 1.

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY OBJECTIVES

Figure 1 – Model for a strategic planning process
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When setting and deriving quality ob-

jectives through the process presented in

Figure 1, an obstacle may occur: if strate-

gic objectives are not, implicitly, quality

objectives, it is difficult to set quality ob-

jectives for product/service only referring

to strategic business units. For example:

• if the organisation implements distinc-

tions as competitive strategy, which re-

quires bringing added value by en-

hancing the quality of products, solu-

tions may be established without en-

suring of correlation to organizational

operating capabilities;

• if the organisation adopts a cost-con-

trolling strategy, the analisys done for

identifying solutions must be dense and

extensive.

To overcome these difficulties, but also

to build a method for verifying correctness

and completeness of quality objectives es-

tablished, we will propose another model

of setting up and deriving quality objec-

tives. The model will be based on the

identification of “key problems” of quality,

which must be solved in order to create

capabilities of achieving strategic objec-

tives.

QUALITY OBJECTIVES 

BASED ON “KEY PROBLEMS”

Generally speaking, a problem is a

“question proposed for solution or con-

sideration (Webster’s Dictionary). Regard-

ing to the proposed model, a problem is

more like a “difficult situation which needs

solving” (Word net). In this respect, an

organisational problem becomes a chal-

lenge that needs to be solves, to establish

more favorable circumstances in the organ-

isation. Identification of a quality problem

will be the sign for an inconvenience in the

business, or an inadequate framework for

accomplishing organisational objectives.

In order to release a new approach for

setting quality objectives, we count on

the following idea: the complete achieve-

ment of the strategic objectives in any

organisation is conditioned by the identi-

fication and solving of the inconvenient

situations regarding quality. By solving

quality problems which have a special im-

pact over objectives of other nature than

quality objectives (key problems) it is cre-

ated an ensemble of favourable forces,

which can lead to the accomplishment of

the strategic plan.

Many organisations which implement

quality management systems know which

are the requirements for quality objectives,

but in many situations a lot of errors may

occur: 

• determination of quality objectives

simply as a way to fulfill ISO 9001:2000

requirements, instead of this being a

tool for decision making and strategic

management;

• establishing objectives which are non-

related to the mission or vision of

organisation;

• establishing objectives formulated only

in qualitative terms which may not be

measurable (i.e. “reduction of costs of

corrective measures”; “increasing num-

ber of collaborations and partnerships

with suppliers and clients”);

Doina Constantinescu, Alexandru Tomescu
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• establishing of unclear defined objec-

tives (i.e. “efforts will be made for in-

creasing qualitative level of products

made by our organisation”; “any prob-

lem with quality must be solved quickly

and at high exigencies”); 

• establishing vague, nice formulated, but

useless objectives, without any added

value (i.e. “promoting a management

based on analyzing requirements of

clients and taking actions in conse-

quence”);

• allowing functions to select objectives

without guidance and facilitation from

the top-management; this may lead to

establishment of quality objectives

which are incompatible between func-

tional areas or with strategic interest of

organisation („total control over flux

and processes, in order not to appear

deficiencies);

• inadequate training, regarding practical

issues on quality objectives and the way

each employee can contribute to their

achievement.

• establishing easy to achieve objectives,

will not be a solid base for mobilizing

the members of organisation. On the

other hand, if impossible objectives

are established, workers may ignore

them.

We propose a practical way for estab-

lishing quality objectives, which may elim-

inate difficulties presented above. A sche-

matic view of the new process appears in

Figure 2:

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY OBJECTIVES

Figure 2 – Establishing quality objectives
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Phase 1. Establishing the foundation 

for quality objectives

The quality objectives must have a be-

neficent and distinguishable effect over the

organisation’s performance. They must be

established according to the quality policy

of organisation, but this alone won’t pro-

vide the sort of guidance needed to drive

the formation of the strategy of organisa-

tion. A quality system, as given in most

businesses today, is just one variable in a

long list of success factors (including reli-

ability, innovation, delivery, price, prestige)

that vary depending on circumstances. In

other words, a traditional quality policy is

not enough for being the base of quality

objectives. The quality objectives are dy-

namic and must be updated according to

the business environment and to other ac-

tivities of continuous improvement. They

will become, in this way, strategic objec-

tives of the company and means for ac-

complishing requirements. The founda-

tion of their selection will be the mission

of organisation next to quality policy. The

mission, defined by the top-management,

must be compatible with the vision of or-

ganisation.

Top management must provide answers

to the following questions as it defines the

organisation’s mission: 

• Why do we exist as an organisation?

• What basic needs and desires are being

met by the organisation’s efforts?

• What goods or services will the organ-

isation deliver now and in the future?

• Whom does the organisation serve

through its efforts?

• Who are the stakeholders (employees,

customers, suppliers, shareholders,

neighbors, community leaders etc.),

what are their individual strengths and

importance in relation to what the or-

ganisation is trying to accomplish? 

• How does the organisation identify the

necessities and expectations of clients?

• How does the organisation identify the

needs of recognizing capacities, work

satisfaction, competence and profes-

sional enhancement of the personnel? 

• How does the organisation approach the

potential benefits of establishing part-

nerships with its suppliers?

• How does the organisation verify the

accomplishment of the mandatory re-

quirements?

• What are the strengths and weakness-

es of organisation and what does form

the cultural foundation of the organisa-

tion?

• In a general sense, where is the organi-

sation moving (philosophically, opera-

tionally and competitively) compared

to its current position?

Phase 2. Establishing strategic objectives 

and “key problems”

Phase 2 continues the previous anal-

isys by identifying the results that the

organisation must achieve by accom-

plishing its mission. Practically, Phase 2

is the step of establishing strategic objec-

tives and key problems of organisation,

after considering influences of external

environment and the strategic potential.

The strategic objectives and the corre-

spondent key problems must be:

Doina Constantinescu, Alexandru Tomescu
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• measurable, or accompanied by success

factors;

• true indicators of success or failure

within an organisation;

• based on mission, so they may differ

depending on the organisation;

• developed at the top of the organisation.

Only top management has the broad

perspective and understanding of the

competitive environment necessary to

select key problems (although the pro-

cess of selecting key problems may be

facilitated by others within the organi-

sation);

• few in number, generally between four

and ten. The more measures that are

adopted as key measures, the more un-

focused the organisation will become.

• representative of a wide range of organ-

isational interests, including financial

results, customer perspectives, internal

performance measures and human re-

source concerns;

• clearly defined;

• used to form the basis for the selection

of quality objectives.

Reaching strategic objectives will be

conditioned, most of the time, by the way

the organisation fulfils the requirements

and expectations of clients and of other

interested parties, because clients are a

valuable asset of any organisation. This is

why the strategic objectives once estab-

lished, the key problems must be identi-

fied. In this respect, from the instruments

of quality management, it may be utilized

the Matrix of Results or the Critical Inci-

dents Technique.

Phase 3. Base quality objectives on key problems

After top management has selected key

measures for the organisation, functions

and departments at all levels will select

measurable quality objectives that are con-

sistent with the key problems. It may some-

times be possible for functions and levels

to adopt objectives that are the same as key

problems, but most of the time, it will be

necessary to select close substitutes: objec-

tives that have direct, logical connections

to them. Departments must strike a balance

between traditional quality objectives and

key problems that reflect other strategic

concerns.

Establishing quality objectives based

on key problems implies: identification

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY OBJECTIVES
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of possible causes of the problems, anal-

ysis of these causes, and a “cause-effect”

analysis.

For each of the mentioned three steps,

there may be utilized a large variety of

quality management instruments. Experts

recommend brainstorming and nominal

groups technique for Step a), diagram of

relationships and diagram of affinity for

Step b), and “cause-effect” diagram and

“Five Why-s” checklist for Step c).

The following are the basic require-

ments for relevant and complete quality

objectives:

• objectives should contain three elements:

characteristics (description), an indica-

tor (the value that needs to be achieved),

the tendency (the evolution);

• to be established at relevant functions

and levels;

• should be measurable;

• must be established also objectives ne-

cessary to achieve requirements of the

product;

• must be communicated to the whole

personnel;

• must be evaluated the need for updates

and changing during management re-

views;

• they have to be explicitly formulated,

concrete, well delimitated;

• they must allow evaluation by estab-

lished criteria (even for qualitative ob-

jectives);

• they must be related to capabilities and

restrictions within the organisation;

• there must exist a structural compatibility

of objectives and a temporal continuity;

• to be realistic (some experts consider as

a requirement for a quality objective a

70% probability for its accomplishment).

Quality objectives are selected by pro-

cess owners that are the managers who

are directly responsible for the processes

concerned. The selection/establishment

process has to be done very carefully, in

order to keep the generality of objectives

and not to be produce the sub-optimization

Doina Constantinescu, Alexandru Tomescu
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phenomenon (this occurs when an ob-

jective enhances one function, but harms

other functions). Process owners should

set targets for the quality objectives in

close relationships to the ISO 9001:2008

standard. They should establish quality

objectives with an understanding of the

underlying process capability. The old

standby “two percent better than last year”

may become a deception unless there is

a logical basis for the target.

On the other hand, we have mentioned

before that objectives must be measura-

ble and clearly defined, as required by

ISO 9001:2008. “Measurable” means the

performance is traceable over time using

quantitative data. Most organisations won’t

have too much trouble in making their ob-

jectives measurable, the problems arise in

trying to define them clearly. In order to

avoid mistakes, definitions attached to

each quality objectives should answer the

following questions: 

• What exactly does the objective mean?

• How is the objective calculated?

• What is the source of data?

• Who collects data and how often?

The quality objectives must be estab-

lished on a large time horizon, rather then

being detailed on short and medium time,

at department level. It is mandatory that

the process of establishing quality objec-

tives should end with personnel training.

According to ISO 9001:2008, personnel

must have a clear understanding of what

their department is working toward and

how they can contribute to the effort. This

sets up significant responsibilities for train-

ing on the department level. This will elim-

inate vague statements from employees

such as “we’re trying to get better” or “we

want to make the best quality possible”.

Top-management shouldn’t have any

second thoughts in revising quality objec-

tives and the changes must be communi-

cated to personnel, also. There is a clear

link between the organisation’s commit-

ment for continuous improvement and

the dynamic aspect of policy and quality

objectives review. In these conditions, even

partial achievement of relevant and careful

established quality objectives, proves con-

tinuous improvement. If all of these details

will be adequately established, then misun-

derstandings, confusion and suspicions will

be avoided, and quality objectives will have

better chances in leading to organisational

performance.

DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY OBJECTIVES
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INTRODUCTION

An important managerial issue for qual-

ity assurance is to find out the cost of

quality. But the cost by itself does not give

the real measure, unless we also study the

effects obtained by applying the quality

assurance activities. For this

reason a new paradigm ap-

peared in quality manage-

ment: the so-called “econ-

omy of quality”. Economy of

quality [1] means a quality

management activity that

examines the economic

aspects, such as the cost of

quality and its effects.

After more than fifty years of studies,

the problem of Economy of Quality is still

open, although some progress has been

made about quality costs, and successive

methods used have led to a better under-

standing of them. Since 1946, the costs of

quality have been studied by General Elec-

tric [2]. But current models

still cannot be used to man-

age quality activities in prac-

tice. The problem of project

quality costs has been even

less studied. 

Today the economy of

quality is a modern tool for

the company management

[3] used by large corpora-
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Quality 

is not an act, 

it is a habit.

(Aristotle)
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tions, as well as by SMEs. J. Juran said [4]

that the language of a manager should be

an economic and not a technical language.

1. The Current Level of Research

Referring to the cost of quality, J. Juran

proposed including the costs for market

research, for research and development,

design, manufacturing planning, main-

taining the precision of equipment, em-

ployees training, sales of products and

products testing, defect prevention, re-

placing defects, search of information.

Ph. Crosby [5] introduced the concepts

of conformity and non-conformity, and

consequently the costs for conformity (pre-

vention and evaluation) and for non-con-

formity (internal and external defects). 

R. Tricker [7] noted that British standards

introduce the notion of “economic quality”

(the breakeven point at which costs ex-

ceed benefits). This expression is more

acceptable than that of “optimal quality”.

Taguchi’s concepts [8] can be summarized

in the fact that a poor quality is a loss for

the society, the loss increasing with the

square of the error magnitude. In 1967

A.S.Q.C. published the “Quality Cost” doc-

ument followed by a guide to “Quality Cost

Reduction” and another on “Cost Manage-

ment”. Industry reacted in different ways

to these concepts starting with 1980. There

have been issued many solutions for man-

agement of quality cost, but they are still

not universally accepted. This is mainly

because in quality some expenses are,

actually, investments (for example the

training costs). 

Other experts [10] are even more cate-

gorical, considering that quality assurance

as a whole should be seen as an invest-

ment and not as an expense, because it

affects the reduction of loss (scrap), re-

duces the inventory (assets in stocks), in-

creases efficiency and productivity, im-

proves the company image and ensures its

competitiveness. Therefore costs should

be managed and not recorded. But current

accounting used by enterprises does not

contribute to identifying quality costs and,

consequently, to its increase.

The PAF Model is the most used model

for determining the cost of quality. Masser

defined in 1957 the PAF model which

records the costs for prevention, testing,

defects replacing. Similarly, John Groocock

[11] used these three cost categories: pre-

vention of damage, identification of defects,

and replacement of defects. Feugenbaum

added to this that there are both internal

and external defects.

As it can be seen, this concept refers

to the products conformity quality, and

ECONOMY OF QUALITY
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not to the quality as perceived by the cus-

tomer. Further it is missing a clear defini-

tion of what is meant by these costs, so

that in practice it is necessary to provide

various examples of expenses that are part

of these categories. 

The method of survey points [14] no

longer seeks the cost split by articles of

calculation, but looks at some issues called

“the survey points”. For example, the time

of interruption of manufacturing is one

such point. The method points out that

the base of current calculation is a direct

labor, but this is only about 15% of total

spending, too little to estimate the cost

from it. Furthermore, some manual opera-

tions require a very short time, but regis-

tration may require more time than that,

hence accounting costs increase. Also some

costs do not require a precise knowledge,

but a good approximation, which in cur-

rent accounting cannot exist. Many activ-

ities in quality assurance have an intellec-

tual character in which time is not impor-

tant, but necessary knowledge is.

M. Porter suggested [15] that in each

activity are three types of cost: direct costs

to create value, indirect costs to ensure

performance of work and quality costs

necessary for quality assurance and qual-

ity control.

2. The Systemic Approach 
to Quality Management

2.1. The Quality System

Quality assurance is achieved through

a quality system. This is because quality

management is a transfunctional manage-

ment. J. Forrester noted [16]: “Until now,

much of the practice and management

training deals only with activities. Accoun-

ting, production, finance, human relations

are taught as separate subjects. Industrial

system is so complex, that knowledge of

its parts is not enough. In management,

the interconnections and interactions be-

tween the components are more impor-

tant than the components separately”. This

explains the interest in industrial systems.

Although in the General Theory of Sys-

tems, the notion of “system” was made

clear a long time ago, in the theory of

quality, things have evolved slowly and

some uncertainties still exist. The ISO

9000 standard defines the quality system

(Q.S.) as “the organizational structure, re-

sponsibilities, procedures, processes and

resources for implementing quality man-

agement”. Notes accompanying the defi-

nition add that Q.S. must be extended so

as to achieve the objectives for quality.

Sorin Ionescu
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The standard is designed essentially to

meet internal management requirements

of the organization, and is more general

than the requirements of a particular ben-

eficiary, who usually only evaluates the

part of the system of interest. This defini-

tion corresponds with the G.T.S concepts.

The quality system appeared [19] as a

consequence of profound changes in sci-

ence and technology, changes that took

place initially within high technology: mil-

itary, nuclear, aerospace, but now wide-

spread in electronics, computers, vehicles,

machine tools etc. The quality system is

in turn a “High Product”, a macro technol-

ogy used to introduce technical progress

in businesses. With its help, taking minimal

and controllable risks, high quality prod-

ucts are made.

A definition encountered in the litera-

ture [21] referring to the quality system is

consistent with G.T.S: the quality system

is a “combination of equipment, software

specialists and procedures in such a struc-

ture chosen, that one can achieve the

objectives derived from quality policy”.

Other authors define quality system as a

group of man-machine elements, driven

by information, acting on the material, in-

formation, energy, and people, to pursue

a specific purpose. QS is a network of ad-

ministrative procedures and techniques

required to manage quality, i.e. design,

production and product support.

Below the quality system’s elements

will be defined. The aim of identifying its

elements is encountered in many works

[22], which try to find the basic “bricks”

of the system. The Q.S. definition of ISO

puts particular emphasis on the proce-

dure. Applying a procedure involves the

existence of experts, information and

equipment that can define a basic system

(arhema), the smallest subsystem of qual-

ity, and the “brick” of which we spoke

earlier (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 – Arhema for quality system

Literature devoted to systems presents

different types of structures, industrial man-

agement studies leaning more towards hier-

archical structures. Also, in works related to

quality system, several possible structures

are presented, but it should be noted that

they refer to industrial activities that deter-

mine quality, and not to the quality system

elements themselves. For example, ISO

9004 defines the “quality curve” while
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previous works refer to the “spiral of qual-

ity”, “fan work”, “waterfall of activities”. All

these structures are simple, involving a

sequence of activities. Recent works ad-

vance the idea that the structure is more

complex, with parallel or hierarchical ac-

tivities. Industrial activities considered for

these structures have some differences,

but their analysis shows that these are not

fundamental. Quality process is carried

out in a plan that has two dimensions:

industrial activities and quality assurance

functions (Figure 2):

Sorin Ionescu

Figure 2 – The quality process

The procedures of the quality system are classified according to their quality assur-

ance functions.
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2.2. Quality Assurance Functions

Quality assurance (QA) contains all the

measures that are adopted to constantly

achieve a certain quality level of products.

These measures must be planned and sys-

tematic, to ensure the producer and the

customer that the desired quality will be

obtained and all requirements satisfied. It

should be noted that:

• the measures are adopted within some

activities conducted in the company;

• the measures must ensure customer sat-

isfaction;

• the measures should ensure a repetitive

activity;

• the measures are translated into proce-

dures, which are documents to be fol-

lowed by the entire company.

In the ISO standards, the quality assur-

ance is considered to be a set of actions

planned and systematic, which are able

to give confidence that the product meets

the specified requirements. It is judged

[23] that the ISO 9001 standard gives a

guarantee to the customer and that it has

a horizontal dimension (outwards expan-

sion), while TQM is oriented towards the

development of the company’s capacity

of satisfying the client and that it has a

vertical dimension (expansion inside of

company). The role of QA is to ensure all

links between the two dimensions.

Some other opinions on quality assur-

ance are also interesting. Thus, W.E.

Erickson found that quality is always ob-

tained as a result of a huge effort, and A.

Toynbee stated that “good quality is

obtained through hard work”.

To understand the essence of quality

assurance one should appeal to its func-

tional approach. In management, the func-

tional approach is used for making analy-

ses, while the systematic approach is used

for designing the processes. The expla-

nation of functional approach can be

found in the fact that the management

processes and its activities are part of the

company, which is a complex organism

continually transforming itself and evolv-

ing. Thus it can be compared to a live,

biological, organism, whose existence is

ensured by performing its functions [4].

The function is an abstract theoretical

concept used to put in order complex

and varied actions, thus having the pur-

pose of describing the role of an activity.

The functions describe activities with a high

degree of similarity. In addition to func-

tional approach to enterprises or func-

tional approach to products (used in value

analysis), quality management also began

to address functionally the quality assur-

ance.

The enterprises activities that contribute

to quality assurance are very different.

ECONOMY OF QUALITY
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The chain of activities within an enterprise

can be represented as a “spiral of quality”,

which shows how activities succeed. ISO

9000 uses, in the same purpose, the term

of “quality loop”. The spiral shows the

enterprise activities that participate to

quality assurance. 

The measures necessary for Q.A. of a

process can be applied prior to the

process, simultaneously, or after the

process. This observation allows the def-

inition of classes with such measures that

lead to quality assurance, called quality

assurance functions (Figure 3):

Sorin Ionescu

Figure 3 – Quality Assurance Functions

The analysis necessary to quality assur-

ance activities adopted by different com-

panies or suggested by some papers, lead

to distinguish the following functions:

build of quality, quality inspection, qual-

ity improvement, guarantee of quality and

staff training. Grouping activities by func-

tions is made after their homogeneity and

time of application [17]:

• Building of quality includes measures

to be adopted initially to achieve quality

in an industrial activity;

• Quality inspection includes the achieve-

ment comparison activities with their

specifications;

• Quality improvement includes measures

to be taken to improve quality, after the

verification activities;

• Guarantee of quality includes measures

which confirm and guarantee the sys-

tems, processes, products or services;

• Staff training includes training measures

and improvement of personnel for

quality.

2.3. Quality Engineering

Nowadays systems engineering notions

are used to design systems, including their

quality. Systems Engineering is a discipline
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which studies the creation and optimiza-

tion of systems, meaning the design, im-

plementation and exploitation, including

the setting up of maintenance and secu-

rity assuring procedures [27] (Figure 4):
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Figure 4 – Systems engineering

The term “quality engineering” is al-

ready used in the literature [28], but with

limited and incomplete meanings, refer-

ring, for instance, to a range of activities

such as professional training, technical as-

sistance, research activities (for product

development, logistics, etc.). In the Japa-

nese literature [29], it is considered that

“quality engineering” is the activity per-

formed by the quality engineer, and its

purpose is to collect information about the

product, determining the quality charac-

teristics, to establish procedures for qual-

ity in all activities including relations with

suppliers and customers, training and de-

velopment of systems for quality assur-

ance. A recognized expert in quality, G.

Taguchi, names his statistical method as

“quality engineering”. Further on through-

out this paper, the term “quality engineer-

ing” will be used to describe the design,

implementation and usage of quality sys-

tems.

3. The Systemic Model of Costs

To determine the costs related to qual-

ity, we should take into consideration

two types of costs [30]:

• Costs for system implementation (design

and implementation), which can be

viewed as investment;

• Costs related to the use of systems, to

the procedures necessary to achieve a

batch of products.

The first ones are fixed costs, which are

paid back pro-rata from each product.

The other costs are variable costs for each

product made. Fixed costs are allocated

to each product using the distribution key,

which involves the ABC method. Total

cost of quality of a product is the cost of

access to quality system, plus the costs of

using the procedures:

CQ = Cas + Cup (1)

where:

CQ – total cost of quality (a lot) of a

product; 

Cas – cost of access to quality system;

Cup – costs of using the procedures. 

Cost of access to quality system

The design and implementation of the

system is an investment that is recovered

by each resulting product, using the

quality management system. The cost is

related to staff training, implementation
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of the quality system, system certification,

and studies to define and write procedures.

There are costs for creating a Department

of Quality Assurance, for testing proce-

dures, quality manual development, for

the purchase and testing of equipment, etc.

Thus, it exist a necessary investment to

implement the system, which has several

components:

Cas = I = I1 + I2 +...+ In (2)

This investment is a cost that has to be

distributed to the lifespan of the quality

system, on each batch and each product,

using the distribution key. A distribution

key is a measure of a type of cost. If a

quality system is used to achieve more

products, the resulting cost is smaller.

A product receives a variable percen-

tage of each component of the invest-

ment according to the degree in which it

was necessary. Distribution key can be:

the percentage of procedures used, the

time of use of the information system,

product complexity, requests to change of

quality plan, the number of hours required

for training, of how much of the system

capacity was actually used. The smaller

the volume of products resulting from

the project, the higher the access costs. 

If the distribution would depend on the

volume of products, for a small volume

we would have low associated costs. In

this case, some products would support

other products.

Determination of investment distribu-

tion key must be made carefully. The

fundament of management accounting is

direct labor. This seemed natural, because

in the early twentieth century, labor rep-

resented the highest cost. But today it rep-

resents only a low percentage. In 1970

labor costs represented 40%, while nowa-

days it is only 5%. Many costs have causes

other than manual labor. To simplify, a

repartition key of investment in the quality

system may be given by the time of use

of the system [33].

(3)

where:

Taq – Time of use of the quality system

for a batch of products (days);

DCV – Lifecycle of the quality system

(about 15 years);

Zl – Working days per year (about 260);

L – Number of batches that are simul-

taneously working.

Supporters of the ABC Method [32] say

that the arbitrary allocation of costs not

related to production, depending on labor

costs, is not representative for the resource

use. Usually information about costs is

Sorin Ionescu
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distorted and wrong decisions may be

made [33].

For correct calculations we must update

the investment. The pro-rata cost of using

the system for a product is given by:

Cas = I . K (4)

The Costs of using the procedures

(Direct costs of quality assurance) for a

batch of products is based on recording

the total times for using the procedures

(for each batch of products) (Table 1).

ECONOMY OF QUALITY

Table 1 – Expenditure on using procedures

Table 2 – Quality costs in the enterprise

In the table is shown the record of the

time for using the procedures, equipment,

employee training, information seeking.

Time is then converted into money. Costs

are then centralized at the sector level

(cost centers) (Table 2).

Registration is facilitated if there are

product directors. Each worker doing an

activity based on a procedure has to de-

clare the time spent. This time is then con-

verted into money. Certainly these state-

ments would contain errors and therefore

there is a tendency for them to be filled

by direct supervisors. 

Some costs can be directly determined

because they are recorded in primary

documents, but others are determined

based on a distribution algorithm. Simi-

larly, one can identify the costs for the

improvement, assurance and training ac-

tivities. It should be noted that for guar-

antee, we consider the money spent on

product certification, while for training

we consider the money spent on the

employees training.
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The costs associated with defects must

be considered in the fabrication cost. The

training cost and the guarantee cost in-

clude the money spent to train the people

involved in the actual execution (to clarify

the modus operandi), as well as the costs

associated with the product certification.

The training of quality system and quali-

ty system certification are investments.

Thus, the cost of a product quality is:

CQp = CQ / n (5)

where n is the size of the batch.

There is one 

rule for the

industrialist and 

that is: Make the best 

quality of goods possible 

at the lowest cost possible, 

paying the highest 

wages possible.

(Henry Ford)
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1. Effectiveness of ISO 9000 
in Raising Construction 
Quality Standards

This Section analyses the effectiveness

of ISO 9000 in raising construction quality

standards in Singapore construction in-

dustry. It gives details about the use of

Construction Quality Assessment System

introduced in Singapore to evaluate the
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quality performance of building contrac-

tors using numerical scores. It aims to

ascertain if the implementation and certi-

fication of quality management systems to

ISO 9000 standards in construction firms

has helped them to achieve higher con-

struction quality standards through higher

CONQUAS scores.

1.1 The Construction Quality

Assessment System (CONQUAS)

The CONQUAS system was developed

in 1989 in consultation with the major

public sector procurement agencies in

Singapore such as the Housing and Devel-

opment Board, the Public Works Depart-

ment and the Public Utilities Board. It was

initially designed to assess contractors in

public sector building contracts. 

The CONQUAS system was essentially

developed to meet three objectives:

(1) To have a common quality evaluation

system for construction projects.

(2) To provide an objective and measur-

able system for quantifying the quality

standards of building construction.

(3) To facilitate the systematic assessment

of quality standards within specific time

and cost limits and in the process,

raise the level of quality in construc-

tion (Low, 1991).

The assessment done by the CONQUAS

system is divided into three parts: Struc-

tural work (40%); Architectural work

(50%); External work (10%). The 40:50:10

weighting adopted for assessment is es-

sentially based on approximating the cost

ratio of structural, architectural and external

works for a typical reinforced concrete

building project.

1.2 Use of CONQUAS in Singapore

The CONQUAS system was officially

used to assess buildings in July 1989.

Buildings which are eligible for assess-

ment must be between one to three years

EVALUATING THE QUALITY PERFORMANCE
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of completion. While the lower limit of one

year helps to ensure that faults, should

there be any, can be detected, the upper

limit of three years will ensure that the

building concerned can still be regarded

as a relatively new development. When

the CONQUAS system was first introduced,

the initial assessment was also meant only

for public sector building projects with con-

struction costs of at least 3 million Singa-

pore dollars. Confidence in the scheme

has since then encouraged private sector

developers and contractors to apply vol-

untarily to the CIDB for their projects to

be CONQUAS-scored. To date, more than

1,000 projects in Singapore have been as-

sessed using the CONQUAS system. It is

now considered the effective quality yard-

stick for the construction industry in Sin-

gapore. The CONQUAS system is also a

major factor in the selection of the annual

CIDB Construction Excellence Award win-

ners as well as in the performance grading

of all contractors registered with the CIDB.

2. Methodology

This study measures the effectiveness

of formal quality management systems in

achieving good quality standards in con-

struction. The CONQUAS records of 15

construction firms kept by the CIDB in its

database were analyzed. Results of the an-

alyses are discussed below. 

3. Data Analisys and Interpretation 

3.1. CONQUAS Performance Evaluation

for Construction Firms with/without

ISO 9000 Certification

This section examines if construction

firms with third party certification to ISO

9000 standards are able to produce higher

quality works than non-certified construc-

tion firms. For this purpose, the CONQUAS

performance of 11 non-certified firms were

analyzed and compared with four certified

construction firms (Companies A-D). 

By comparing the total average CON-

QUAS scores for both sets of firms in

Table 1 it can be observed that certified

firms tend to out-perform non-certified

firms in so far as CONQUAS scores are

concerned.

3.2. ISO Standard Implementation 

in Quantity Surveying Firms

This section examines the impact of

ISO 9000 on professional firms of quan-

tity surveyors in service sector who form

part of the design team for the building

construction industry. The specific objec-

tives of this section were to determine:

Marina Stoian, Nafees Ahmed Memon
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• Is there a relationship between size of

firm and ISO 9000 registration?

• Is there a belief that quality accredita-

tion enhances a firm’s chances of gain-

ing work from both public and private

sectors?

• The reasons why firms seek ISO 9000

series quality accreditation.

• The benefits gained and do they out-

weigh the costs?

3.2.1. Relationship between Size of Firm 

and ISO Registration

This study is based on a questionnaire

survey results which was posted to 66

known firms of quantity surveyors in Nor-

thern Ireland (Table 2).

The evidence from the survey as shown

in Table 2 confirms that there is a close

relationship between size of firm by num-

ber of employees, and registration to ISO

9000. As the number of employees in the

firm increases the rate of registration in-

creases.

3.2.2. Quality accreditation and improving 

a firm’s chances of gaining work from both

public and private sectors

Although there is a much stronger

belief among registered firms that ISO

9000 registration gives a better opportu-

nity for public work, only 29% of this cat-

egory saw an increase in demand since

registration, 24% experienced a decrease,

while 41% saw no change, and 6% could

EVALUATING THE QUALITY PERFORMANCE

Table 1 – CONQUAS scores of certified/non-certified construction firms

Table 2 – Number of employees 

versus percentage registered
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not answer (Figure 1). Only 12% of the

companies experienced an increase in

private sector work. From the analysis it

can be concluded that there is a belief

that registration enhances a firm’s chances

of gaining work.

Marina Stoian, Nafees Ahmed Memon

Figure 1 – Workload since registration

Figure 2 – Cost/benefit comparison for ISO implementation (registered firms)

3.2.3. Reasons why Firms Registered or Seek

ISO 9000 Quality Accreditation

From the survey the two most domi-

nant reasons are externally driven. “Market

image” is cited by 91% of the total respon-

dents (made up of 36% registered and

55% non-registered firms). Many compa-

nies spend time and money in pursuing

ISO 9000 to use this as an advertising tool,

rather than expecting any operational ben-

efits. Other reasons are “Public sector client

pressure, cited by 86% of total respon-

dents, and “Competitors registering” cited

by 66% of the respondents as another ex-

ternal factor. The most dominant internal

factor is “to improve internal efficiency”,

which is the reason given by 68% of re-

spondents.

3.2.4 Benefits gained versus costs

Figure 2 shows that 53% of registered

firms considered that benefits gained

outweighed the costs, 24% considered
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the opposite, while 23% could not an-

swer. Further analysis indicates that only

6% of the registered firms measure the

costs, this finding suggest that many organ-

izations are “playing the game that every-

body plays”, rather than using ISO 9000

for business improvement.

ISO 9000 tends to be internally focused,

so opportunities for external benefits may

be missed unless there is pressure from

clients for registration. It is concluded that

costs, profit and extra business are the

main issues; it can be observed that there

is little mention of quality.

3.3. Effectiveness of ISO Certification 

in Manufacturing, 

Service and Construction Firms

This section compares the effectiveness

of ISO certification in manufacturing, ser-

vice and construction firms. It aims to find

the reasons for certification and benefits

of ISO 9000 certification. The findings of

this section are based on a questionnaire

survey which was conducted by the Uni-

versity Industrial Centre of the University

of Hong Kong. The sample consisted in

ISO 9000 certified firms in Hong Kong,

including: 86 manufacturing firms (37%),

57 firms (24%) from service, and 92 firms

(39 %) from construction industry. The

findings of this survey are discussed below.

3.3.1. Reasons for Certification

The survey results indicated that ISO

9000 was implemented for different pur-

poses in different industries. For manufac-

turing firms, the majority of them aimed

at using ISO 9000 to improve the manage-

ment and control of their operations. It was

quite common for them to use the ISO 9000

system to assist the management and con-

trol of production and associated opera-

tions. While using ISO 9000 to improve the

management of operations was the main

objective in the service sector, small and

medium firms in this sector tended to be

customer-driven. The main reason for con-

struction firms to obtain an ISO 9000 cer-

tificate was to meet the customer’s demand

(Table 3):

EVALUATING THE QUALITY PERFORMANCE

Table 3 – Reasons for certification (all firms)
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3.3.2. Benefits of Certification

Benefits gained with respect 

to internal operations

The benefits gained with respect to

internal operations were: better team spirit,

less staff conflict, reduced wastage, in-

creased efficiency, and shorter lead time

(Table 4):

Marina Stoian, Nafees Ahmed Memon

Table 4 – Benefits gained with respect to internal operations

The benefits derived by the construc-

tion firms were generally less than the

manufacturing firms. Considering the fact

that a large proportion of the certified con-

struction firms pursued certification under

customers’ pressure, one might suspect that

the firms which were passive in adopting

ISO 9000 reaped less benefits from the

system.

Customer relations benefits

A total of 62% of the firms in the three

industrial sectors reported improved sales

and attraction of new customers. As far as

the construction firms were concerned,

31 of the 36 construction questioned firms

which were customer-driven, reported not

having longer/bigger contracts or less con-

trol from their existing customers. These

figures strongly suggested that if a firm

did not take the initiative to become ISO

9000 certified and waited until the cus-

tomer demanded it, the firm should not
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expect a longer/bigger contract or less

control from its existing customers even

after it was certified. This might be true

at least for the short term.

Subcontractor relations benefits

A total of 42% of the firms considered

that they had established a better relation-

ship with their subcontractors. The situa-

tion of the construction firms was slightly

below average, as only 30% of them had

established a better relationship with the

subcontractors. In general, the study in-

dicated that the relationship between the

certified firms and the subcontractors did

not change much through the certifica-

tion exercise.

A better approach may be for the cer-

tified firms to train and help the subcon-

tractors to understand the importance of

understanding the global demand for

quality. It was reported that some of the

more established firms provided techni-

cal assistance to help their subcontractors

to implement ISO 9000. This might be an

effective means to maintain quality and

improve relationships with subcontractors.

3.3.3. Quality improvement

Training is an important indicator of

how well a firm is prepared for quality

management. According to the survey,

nearly 90% of the certified firms had pro-

vided training on ISO 9000 for their senior

management, middle management and

front line staff.

The survey results indicated that a

large proportion of the ISO 9000 certified

firms tended to continue their pursuit of

quality. TQM was the most popular ap-

proach taken by the certified firms. ISO

14000 appeared to be an important area,

and it was likely that some ISO 9000 cer-

tified firms would take steps to implement

the environmental management standard.

Generally speaking, the manufacturing and

service firms appeared to be more posi-

tive towards continuous improvement of

quality management than the construc-

tion firms.

EVALUATING THE QUALITY PERFORMANCE

Conclusions

By comparing the total average CON-

QUAS scores of ISO 9000 certified and

non-certified firms, it seems that certified

firms tend to out-perform non-certified

firms in so far as CONQUAS scores are

concerned. It is identified that the larger

quantity surveying firms are the most

likely to register to ISO 9000. In compar-

ison, the firms who do not register tend

to be the smaller practices that have one

or two employees.
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The analysis shows that there is a be-

lief that ISO 9000 registration enhances a

firm’s chances of gaining work. There is

a need for professional firms to concen-

trate more on the internal benefits and re-

lated costing; to date the evidence shows

that the standard is being used more as a

marketing tool rather than a quality sys-

tems process. The relationship between

the certified firms and subcontractors ap-

peared to be an area where improvement

was required. A large proportion of the

firms reported having continued their pur-

suit of quality and management after being

certified to ISO 9000. TQM appeared to be

the most popular management approach.

Some certified firms were planning for

ISO 14000 certification.

Marina Stoian, Nafees Ahmed Memon

A cardinal 

principle of 

Total Quality 

escapes too many 

managers: you cannot 

continuously improve inter- 

dependent systems and processes 

until you progressively perfect

interdependent, 

interpersonal relationships.

(Stephen Covey)
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INTRODUCTION

Today’s business environment is gov-

erned by globalization, strong competi-

tion, fewer material resources, ecological

requirements, increasingly demanding cus-

tomers with rapidly changing expectations.

These factors lead to the need to increase

the speed of technological innovation

which allows companies to survive and

to be successful. Therefore, competitive

advantage is achieved by those who con-

tinuously improve themselves. Yet, the

continuous improvement in organizations

can’t be achieved so easily and the busi-

ness success isn’t assured only by simply

investing in the development of new

technologies or worse, by implementing

changes made by others. The necessity

INSTRUMENTS USED 

FOR THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Daniel Valentin Nicolescu
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The management of organizations in a complex and changing world presents a major

challenge. Making sense of conflicting priorities, allocating limited resources, understanding
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Almost all 

quality improvement 

comes via simplification 

of design, manufacturing...

layout, processes, 

and procedures.

(Tom Peters)
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for implementing new technology in the

production process must be the result of

the priorities analyzing process, by taking

into account the clients, competitors and

partners demands, by understanding and

limiting the impact on the environment, by

allocation of limited resources or in other

words to combine the concept of push

technology (identifying an interesting tech-

nology, making a product and then search-

ing for a marketplace) to pull the market

(developing a new product to meet user

needs – Takayama and Watanabe, 2002).

Thus, if an organization wants not only to

survive but to be successful in a very dy-

namic environment must monitor their key

business indicators (financial, customer, in-

ternal business process, learning and devel-

opment system) and continuously improve.

This paper presents a theoretical imple-

mentation scenario of a Balanced Score-

card System into an organization as part

of the continuous improvement process.

The organization implemented a quality

management system based on the require-

ments of ISO 9001:2008 standard.

The paper is structured as follows: pre-

sentation of the theoretical notions of the

used concepts (Continuous Improvement,

Balanced Scorecard), example of imple-

mentation (presentation and analysis of

the data obtained by the studied organi-

zation until today), and the conclusions.

1. Theoretical Approach

Continuous improvement is an ongoing

effort to improve products, services or pro-

cesses. These efforts can seek “incremental”

improvement over time, or “breakthrough”

improvement all at once. 

Among the most widely used tools for

continuous improvement is a four-step

quality model – the plan-do-check-act

(PDCA) cycle, also known as Deming Cycle

or Shewhart Cycle:

• Plan: Identify an opportunity and plan

for change.

• Do: Implement the change on a small

scale.

Daniel Valentin Nicolescu
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• Check: Use data to analyze the results

of the change and determine whether

it made a difference.

• Act: If the change was successful, im-

plement it on a wider scale and contin-

uously assess your results. If the change

did not work, begin the cycle again.

In order to assure a real continuous im-

provement, organizations need to develop

adequate tools for leaders to be used in

communicating to employees and external

stakeholders the outcomes and perform-

ance drivers by which the organization will

achieve its mission and strategic objectives.

A very good set of such tools proved to

be Balanced Scorecard, a performance

management tool for measuring whether

the smaller-scale operational activities of

a company are aligned with its larger-scale

objectives in terms of vision and strategy.

By focusing not only on financial outcomes

but also on the operational, marketing and

developmental inputs to these, the Bal-

anced Scorecard helps provide a more

comprehensive view of a business, which

in turn helps organizations act in their

best long-term interests. Four general per-

spectives have been proposed by the Bal-

anced Scorecard:

• Financial perspective;

• Customer perspective;

• Internal process perspective;

• Innovation and learning perspective.

The financial perspective examines if

the company’s implementation and exe-

cution of its strategy are contributing to the

bottom-line improvement of the company.

It represents the long-term strategic objec-

tives of the organization and thus it in-

corporates the tangible outcomes of the

strategy in traditional financial terms. 

The customer perspective defines the

value proposition that the organization

will apply to satisfy customers and thus

generate more sales to the most desired

customer groups. This perspective will nor-

mally include measures widely used today:

customer satisfaction, customer loyalty,

market share, and customer acquisition, for

example. Equally as important, the organ-

ization must develop the performance

drivers that will lead to improvement in

these “lag” indicators of customer success.

INSTRUMENTS USED FOR THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
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The internal process perspective is con-

cerned with the processes that create and

deliver the customer value proposition. It

focuses on all the activities and key pro-

cesses required in order for the company

to excel at providing the value expected

by the customers both productively and

efficiently. These can include both short-

term and long-term objectives as well as

incorporating innovative process develop-

ment in order to stimulate improvement. 

Learning and Growth Perspective is

concerned with the human capital, the

systems and the climate of the enterprise.

The measures in the Learning and Growth

perspective of the Balanced Scorecard are

really the enablers of the other three per-

spectives. They are the foundation on

which the Balanced Scorecard is built.

Once an organization identified the mea-

sures and the related initiatives in their cus-

tomer and internal process perspectives,

the management can be certain of dis-

covering some gaps between the current

organizational infrastructure of employee

skills and information systems, and the

level necessary to achieve the proposed

results.

2. Implementation Case Study

The studied organization (Alpha), has

implemented a quality management sys-

tem based on the requirements of ISO

9001:2008 standard. Alpha was challenged

to continuously improve, but the company

seemed to experience a plateau and was

static. Overall, the organization needed

something to guide and organize a con-

tinuous improvement effort. After inten-

sive research, leadership proposed that the

Balanced Scorecard might be an appro-

priate tool to focus strategy and develop a

meaningful organizational effectiveness.

Once the Balanced Scorecard was selected,

management guided the overall planning

process in its application for the compa-

ny’s continuous improvement.

Alpha main products are body armour

elements used in the military equipment.

In the last years, due to the increasing

demand of products from its main cus-

tomer, the company grew rapidly in size,

but had lost operating control that pro-

duced significant inefficiencies.

As the Balanced Scorecard processes

were being formulated for implementa-

tion, a number of key statistics were being

gathered. Production efficiency dropped to

68% by the end of the first quarter of the

year, far from the objective of 85%. The

cost per minute of production was almost

10 eurocents per minute above manage-

ment’s goal. During the external quality

audits made by the customer, the non con-

form products represented 4% from the

delivered products and the managements

objective was at most 2%.

Replacements of finished or partially fin-

ished products based on internal quality

Daniel Valentin Nicolescu
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inspection were relatively high – as many

as 400 units per week. This was costly, as

the company was partially processing finish

units that either could not be sold to cus-

tomer, or could be sold only as seconds.

Production goals were not being met

on average about one-third of the time.

While delivery time was being met on

most orders it was being met through use

of excessive overtime that resulted in in-

creased production costs. Personnel issues

were a concern as well because turnover

during the first quarter of the year ave-

raged almost 10 percent. In addition, ab-

senteeism averaged just over five percent.

Moreover during the production process

the machine downtime was running at

about 4 percent of the total available time

as compared to management’s goal of two

percent.

Customers continued to find around 6

percent discrepancies in the packing list

for products received at the distribution

centre as compared to a zero discrepancy

goal. One major deficiency of the imple-

mented management system was the rep-

etition of the same mistakes over and over

again, without learning anything. For the

management became clear that the intan-

gible capital was lacking, which in turn im-

peded the learning and growth process.

The first challenge to the implementa-

tion of Balanced Scorecard was the com-

pany did not have an experienced and

well-trained production engineers that

had the expertise to attack the problems

being experienced in production; and

leadership on the production floor was

lacking. Secondly, management did not

have the data in a usable form necessary

to identify where and why the problems

were occurring. With the Balanced Score-

card technique, Management created and

filled a new production expert position

to solve the production problems. The

experience brought by the production

expert was crucial in determining what

data to extract from the company’s data

base in order to understand the location

and cause of the problems. At the same

time, management began a series of per-

sonnel development courses at the oper-

ational level designed to inculcate a qual-

ity attitude and also clarifying the speci-

fications of each product.

The following improvements resulted

from the Balanced Scorecard process im-

plementation (Table 1): 

Table 1 – Comparison of before and after Balanced Scorecard implementation
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Prior to the Balanced Scorecard ap-

proach, management’s efforts at continu-

ous improvement had not been successful.

With the Balanced Scorecard activity to-

gether with teamwork and communication,

management and employees were able to

identify pending issues in time to formu-

late and implement strategies so as to suc-

cessfully resolve or avoid the problems.

The key to management’s success was

to increase production efficiency and im-

prove quality. Had a less ambitious strat-

egy that focused only on factors directly

impacting quality and efficiency been im-

plemented, it would have consumed less

team energy.

Furthermore, the concept of learning

and growth stroke at the heart of contin-

uous improvement. Management’s efforts

at increasing the intangible capital of the

company surely enhanced the other as-

pects of the Balanced Scorecard efforts.

Significant improvement was achieved

in all areas after implementation of the con-

tinuous improvement project using the Bal-

anced Scorecard as tool of the continuous

improvement process. Prior to the Bal-

anced Scorecard approach, management’s

efforts at continuous improvement had not

been successful. The use of the Balanced

Scorecard forced management to think of

the company as a system made up of ag-

gregate parts that affect the whole. The

Balanced Scorecard helped both manage-

ment and the employees to understand

the problems and better formulate strate-

gies to obtain the desired results. Viewing

the company as a system made up of ag-

gregate parts also illustrated very clearly

that teamwork and communication were

important to success.

Daniel Valentin Nicolescu

Conclusions

The Balanced Scorecard assists organi-

zations in overcoming two fundamental

problems: effectively measuring organiza-

tional performance and successfully im-

plementing strategy. The Balanced Score-

card balances the historical accuracy and

integrity of financial numbers with the

drivers of future success. The framework

enforces a discipline around strategy im-

plementation by challenging executives to

carefully translate their strategies into ob-

jectives, measures, targets, and initiatives

in four balanced perspectives: Customer,

Internal Processes, Learning and Growth,

and Financial. Linking the Scorecard to key

management processes such as budgeting,

compensation, and alignment helps over-

come the barriers to implementing strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

A large body of research [7, 8, 10, 11, 12]

points to the fact that clusters contribute

both for innovation and economic prosper-

ity of regions and firms. Clusters, however,

do not form spontaneously, but are heavily

influenced by promotion, funding, public

policy, social awareness, open collabora-

tive values and formal professional manage-

ment over decades. Operating in an opti-

mal manner within a cluster environment

MANAGING 

COMPETENCE-BASED CLUSTERS
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is also a learned skill for businesses, in-

volving different knowledge bases, edu-

cation levels and managerial strategies.

Clusters are becoming an increasingly im-

portant area for policy development in

areas related to competitiveness and in-

novation. Within the European Union, the

Competitiveness Council identified clus-

ters as one of nine priorities in its conclu-

sion [2, 3, 9]. The Council’s conclusions

describe clustering as a priority area for

actions to be taken in support of innova-

tion. We can now witness a proliferation of

cluster policies, cluster programs and clus-

ter initiatives all around the world. There

is now an increasing interest in evaluating

the effectiveness of cluster policies, pro-

grams and initiatives. Regional and muni-

cipal governments have important inde-

pendent roles in addition to the national

government. Universities are the third

major player, which provide skilled peo-

ple and create knowledge for business to

exploit commercially, as well as promote

cluster building and analyze their opera-

tions. Fundamental to a knowledge-based

economy are social values that promote

trust, sharing and collaboration in order

to create and operate long term visions.

This paper is concerned with network

development, which may help companies

in their efforts to develop and commercial-

ize innovative and value-added products

and services, to implement contemporary

applied competencies in their business

practices as well as for their clients in

order to achieve competitive advantage

and business excellence.

The main research objectives of the

paper are: (1) to examine how a compe-

tence-based cluster can contribute to the

self-reinforcing process of achieving an

excellence in business performance among

its members and their clients and (2) to

describe how recently established com-

petence-based cluster is utilizing the man-

agement of complex relationships in a

business network in order to achieve a

long-term competitive advantage based

on excellence in business performance.

Following this introduction, the paper

starts by reviewing the literature related

to clusters and networks. The research

method is limited to case study research

but conceptual framework for cluster

mapping and development is given in

details. Finally, conclusions and recom-

mendations are presented.

MANAGING COMPETENCE-BASED CLUSTERS
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THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 
ON CLUSTERS AND NETWORKS

Clusters and networks continue to at-

tract growing attention from policymakers.

Initiatives to support cluster creation and

development are nowadays widespread in

Europe. In the 1970s and 1980s clusters es-

tablished a strong position in the world

market for both more traditional products

and high technology products [9, 13]. Dur-

ing the 1990s clusters were widely recog-

nized as important settings in stimulating

the productivity and innovativeness of

companies and the formation of new

businesses.

The influential writing of Michael E.

Porter first on industrial clusters [10] and

then on regional clusters [11] in particular

describes the tight relationships between

cluster participation and the competitive-

ness of firms and industries. Regional clus-

ters refer to geographically bounded con-

centrations of interdependent firms [3], and

may be used as a catchword for older con-

cepts like industrial districts, specialized

industrial agglomerations and local pro-

duction systems.

The network concept is often intro-

duced to characterize the specific forms

of governance based on social relations,

trust and the sharing of complementary re-

sources that typifies many regional clus-

ters [15].

Clusters: evolution of the concept and

implications for regional development

„Clusters” are a nebulous concept. That

concept covers a variety of different busi-

ness structures – national, regional, or

cross-border clusters, clusters of compe-

tence, industrial or production systems

and innovation systems. It is used for dif-

ferent purposes as well – to increase the

competitiveness of SMEs, support collec-

tive research, rationalize a whole industry,

implement environment management sys-

tem.

Despite all those different definitions it

could be pointed out that almost all of them

share the idea of proximity, networking

and specialization.

The focus of the main “schools of

thought” in interpreting the process of re-

gional clustering is presented in Figure 1.

A region that is able to successfully iden-

tity and work with its clusters will reap

many strategic benefits. When examined

from a global perspective Porter explains

that regions offer significant competitive

advantages. “Regional clusters have the a-

bility to offer local things such as knowl-

edge, relationship, and motivation which

can not be matched by distant rivals.” [12]

Therefore, regions that foster their local

cluster based strengths can reap tangible re-

turns. Job creation and new entrepreneurial

Bistra Vassileva
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innovations are able to flourish in such a

collaborative environment. New leaders

can develop within this context and con-

tinue to drive the networks and alliances of

industry that will serve as power brokers

within government and the community

to continue to evolve a demand-driven

framework.

Networks and their management

The author adopts the notion of IMP

Group [7, 8, 13] about companies as mem-

bers of a business network consisting of a

large number of active and heterogeneous

companies each interacting with others

and seeking solutions to their different

problems. One important outcome of this

approach for managing in networks is

that these interacted solutions are likely to

affect several of the involved companies

[5]. Interaction between inter-dependent

companies involves simultaneous elements

of cooperation, conflict, integration and

separation in the companies’ relationships.

A company’s position in the network is

based on its total set of relationships and

that position changes through interaction

with other companies in different posi-

tions in the network. Inter-dependence

means that the management of a relation-

ship is essentially similar for both of the

companies involved in them. IMP Group

approach is that no company alone has

the resources, skills or technologies that

MANAGING COMPETENCE-BASED CLUSTERS

Figure 1 – Interpretation of regional clustering by “schools of thought”
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are necessary to satisfy the requirements

or solve the problems of any other and

so is dependent on the skills, resources

and actions and intentions of suppliers,

distributors, customers and even competi-

tors to satisfy those requirements. One

important outcome of this is the formation

of structures of relationships in networks

to provide access for companies to the

resources of others. A network consists of

companies and the relationships between

them. A network is not restricted to the

set of companies with which a single com-

pany deals, or even to the companies that

they deal with. Nor is a network simply

the set of companies with which a com-

pany has formal or informal agreements

about some co-operation (Figure 2):

Bistra Vassileva

Figure 2 – A model of managing in competence-based clusters [5]

In business networks, firms participate

in a self-organizing process in which order

emerges in a bottom-up manner from the

microinteractions taking place among firms

involved [16]. From this point of view, net-

works are unmanageable, in the sense of

being controlled and directed by a single

participant firm. All firms are simultane-

ously involved in the ongoing management

of the network, and the resulting struc-

ture and performance is coproduced by

their actions. According to both academics

and practitioners [1, 2, 13] this raises im-

portant issues for the meaning of the term

management, and the extent to which

firms can and should try to “manage” their

relationships and networks.

A CASE STUDY OF VARNA EXPERT

HUB FOR APPLIED COMPETENCES

(EHAC)

This study focuses on a single case

and describes how few SMEs and NPOs

established and successfully launched a

competence-based cluster in Bulgaria. The

data are basically primary, since the author

took part in the process of cluster creation

and launching.
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Although “studying a single large net-

work is, in general, an extremely complex

task, if not impossible in most cases” [17],

the objective of this venture was not that

challenging since the cluster has been

formalized based on previously estab-

lished informal networking between the

founders.

MANAGING COMPETENCE-BASED CLUSTERS

Figure 3 – IAF conceptual model

IAF (Identify–Analyze–Format) concep-

tual model (Figure 3) has been previously

developed by the author [14] as a frame-

work for cluster mapping. Basically the

second stage (analysis and assessment)

was accomplished in order to support

the decision making for cluster initiation

and for the timing of its launch. The assess-

ment is performed on three interrelated

levels: market, industry, firm. The aim is

to determine the cluster’ competitiveness

prior to its launching. The screening factors
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followed the Porter’s [10] determinants of

national advantage, namely: (1) resources

and capabilities, (2) demand, (3) suppliers

and other related industries, (4) firms strat-

egy, culture and structure, (5) competitors,

and (6) government. The format screening

is an interactive process using a set of weight-

ed ranks or benchmarks which could be

developed by experts.

Formation of EHAC

Based on conclusions from the literature

review the initiator of EHAC (E-marketing

Association) decided that EHAC should be

established and managed as a network

following the theoretical base developed

by IMP Group, combined with some impli-

cations from the original cluster concept in

order to ensure certain level of manage-

ment. The preconditions for EHAC forma-

tion (Figure 4) were determined upon the

results from the IAF assessment and some

preliminary research for the needs of the

potential clients and members, including

in-depth interviews, personal interviews

and online survey. As key enablers were

selected the following ones: 1 – IT capabil-

ities and potential; 2 – adaptability; 3 – flex-

ibility, and 4 – specialized marketing ex-

pertise. The IT is a critical issue nowadays

since most of the companies are trying to

reduce IT costs in the short term as well

as some of them want to transform the IT

function itself. We do believe that IT could

be a major driver for developing the inno-

vation capacity of the companies especially

in a period of downturn.

Clusters or alliances, generally speaking,

are a way to maximize flexibility and a-

daptability. Companies can quickly com-

bine complementary assets and attack

a business opportunity together.

Bistra Vassileva

Figure 4 – Value-added chain for development of competencies 
and creation of a successful innovative product
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The lack of specialized marketing

know-how is obvious, since most of Bul-

garian companies (approximately 90%)

are small companies. The founding com-

panies decided that the combination be-

tween IT capability and marketing exper-

tise will be a substantial competitive ad-

vantage. Finally, it has been decided that

the EHAC business model should focus

on stimulating innovation and applying

marketing competences while the main

guiding principles should be based on mu-

tual trust, result-orientation, mercantilism

and personal development, teamwork and

integrity (see Stage 1 in Figure 4).

The first formal meeting was held in

August 2010. Discussion was concentrated

on few topics, including business concept

of the cluster, cluster structure, identifica-

tion of potential actors in the network. The

emerging network was named as Expert

hub for applied competences (EHAC) and

registered lately as NPO. During the sub-

sequent meetings founding members con-

cluded that the network would aim at sup-

porting companies to achieve business

excellence by providing specialized applied

knowledge for improving their business

processes and market performance.

MANAGING COMPETENCE-BASED CLUSTERS

Table 1 – Short profile of EHAC founding members

It was believed that through networking

based on shared values, common business

practices and innovative and creative think-

ing cluster members can improve their

competitiveness and can achieve synergis-

tic and self-reinforcing effects for them-

selves and for their clients. Thus, the com-

mon goal of the cluster was defined as

follows: EHAC commits to form, develop,

implement and improve business models,

processes and activities for evolving com-

petitive business performance.

The form of the association has been

agreed to be strictly formal with three levels

of participation: Group A: Founders (A),

Partners (AA) and Associated partners

(AAA); Group B: Members (B) and Asso-

ciated members (BB); Group C: Interns

and temporary experts.
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The main challenge for EHAC at the

moment is how to get on board larger

companies and how to get other actors to

adopt active roles in the network. Since the

awareness creation requires considerable

amount of resources, EHAC is preparing

a documentation to apply for EU funding.

Business Model of EHAC

Since the innovation and competences

are vital for every company survival and

future development it was considered

important to implant them into the busi-

ness model of the network (Figure 5).

The EHAC business model is present-

ed in a form of a value chain with three

overlapping layers: 1 – raw resources, in-

cluding Human Resources, 2 – ideas (in-

novation cycle) and 3 – expertise.

HR flow is filtered through common

sense tests (IQ, Bulgarian language, includ-

ing spelling and English language profi-

ciency) followed by an interview. Then in-

terns (Group C in the cluster) pass through

so called “military training” which main

goal is to train them to follow instructions

and to report about task completion. The

creative part of the training (innovation

days or student competitions and contests)

Bistra Vassileva

Figure 5 – Value-added chain for development of competencies 
and creation of a successful innovative product
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is aimed at generating unique innovative

ideas. These ideas are further supported

by the third layer („expertise” in Fig. 5) in

order to result in both successful innovative

product/service and competence develop-

ment. Applied competences are considered

to be a broad and holistic concept, that

is why the first formal task of the EHAC

members is to develop a reference frame-

work for applied competences (REFRAC).

REFRAC will serve as a baseline of the

presented business model which will be

organized into four business domains: 

A – marketing diagnostics and business

strategy; B – developing business deci-

sions; C – implementing business deci-

sions and D – monitoring and evaluation.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The first results indicate that successful

management of such business network

requires precisely developed framework

of competences, clear criteria for mem-

bers’ assessment and continuously nurtured

process of trust creation. The creation of

trust played a vital role in the actor in-

volvement. Moreover, it is very important

for the initiator and the focal firm to be

able to recognize the individual goals of

each potential actor in order to get them

motivated. Getting actors to commit to

the network is rather difficult by now in

Bulgaria, because of the challenging con-

cept of the cluster, the predominant neg-

ative attitude toward the opportunity to

develop and to succeed in open market

using business responsible tools.

Based on our experience we can draw

few recommendations. Firstly, to create

successful network, a company must un-

derstand when networks/clusters make

strategic sense and how to manage them

for business results. EU funding can sup-

port cluster formation but it will not guar-

antee long-term business success. That is

why, it is very important for the cluster

members to share common goals and

values as well as to develop a clear busi-

ness model and business strategy in ad-

vance. EU funding should be treated only

as an additional support. On the second

hand, networks and clusters can be ex-

tremely useful in situations of great un-

certainty and in markets with growth op-

portunities that a company either cannot

or does not want to pursue on its own.

Thirdly, one of the main reasons to engage

in a network, as opposed to a conventional

joint venture, merger or acquisition, is to

MANAGING COMPETENCE-BASED CLUSTERS
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share risk and limit the resources a com-

pany must commit to the business venture

in question. Fourthly, clusters are less ef-

fective when the partners’ assets overlap

considerably and when there is economic

value to be gained through consolidation

and cost cutting. Potential partners should

possess complementary assets instead.

On the fifth place, while implementing a

network or cluster, the initiator or focal

firm needs to put a structured process in

place to define the explicit role of the

partnership in its strategy, to identify ap-

propriate partners, to build the right kind

of relationship, and to manage that rela-

tionship over time.

Bistra Vassileva
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1. INNOVATION, SOURCE 
OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Innovation has proven to be the catalyst

of economic growth. The Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD) noted that from a macroeconomic

point of view there is no doubt that inno-

vations have a positive impact on growth

and employment [1]. The companies that

are most successful are the ones that are

introducing innovation in a constant matter

INNOVATION COMMUNICATION
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in their organization. This is why a large

proportion of their revenues are due to

new services and products.

Although Pekka Himanen describes five

different areas of innovation (technologi-

cal, business, design, product/service and

cultural) [2], in the last 50 years innova-

tion research has been focused on tech-

nological innovation, and process inno-

vation in manufacturing, or industrial high

tech. The effort to develop a matured busi-

ness is a real challenge. Failure to growth

materialize at this time decreases the

chances of future success [3].

Under the imperative of the economic

growth, companies are waging a battle

much more difficult to ensure the required

percentage of the shareholders, as capital

market severely punishes those companies

whose growth is stagnating. Threatened

by financial problems, companies have

resorted to strategies of crisis such as cost

reduction, restriction of activity, entry into

insolvency or worse, bankruptcy, applying

the crisis management rules. However, very

few companies have managed to regain

afloat and fewer still have returned to an

upward trend. Not accidentally, it seems,

they have been innovation active, com-

ing out of their limits of applicability of

classical management and using smart

strategies.

In the last decade, the concept of “in-

novation economy” has tried to set some

new standards for business. It is no longer

accepted today that knowledge, technol-

ogy, entrepreneurship or either innovation

are independent forces that remain unaf-

fected by policy. They are now positioned

at the centre of the economic model. This

implicates a need for an efficient innova-

tion management which will have to plan,

execute and evaluate activities and also to

coordinate resources and capacities, which

are spread all over the globe. Therefore,

strategic management of innovation,

known as Total Innovation Management

(TIM), gains increasing interest in busi-

ness and science.

The idea of Innovation Systems might

be applied not only in the private sector,

but also in the government and public sec-

tor. Innovation is a priority of all Member

States and of the European Commission.

Throughout Europe, hundreds of policy

measures and support schemes aimed at

innovation have been implemented or are

under preparation [4]. Starting from the

INNOVATION COMMUNICATION
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mid 1990s, all of the Nordic governments

have introduced the idea of innovation

systems as a new field of policies. For

example, the Swedish Government has re-

cently presented “An Innovation Strategy

for Sweden” [5], strategy which placed it

first in the hierarchy of innovative coun-

tries in Europe in 2008-2009 (Figure 1).

2. THE CONCEPT OF 
INNOVATION COMMUNICATION

One crucial impact factor on innova-

tion success and TIM represents commu-

nication of innovations [6]. There are two

perspectives that need to be taken into

consideration. The first one relies on the

fact that all market-related processes, tools,

and activities in innovation management

have to be coordinated across innovation

processes over a period of time. Innova-

tion marketing is thus a central function in

corporations and collaborative networks to

present novelties to customers and launch

innovations into markets successfully.

The second perspective has to take into

consideration that the company has to

present itself systematically to strengthen its

corporate reputation. As a communication

field in organizational communication,

innovation communication continuously

and purposefully manages communication

activities on a corporate level to present

ideas, innovations and innovative capa-

bility to known and unknown stakehold-

ers in the innovation economy [7].

Consequently, business and science in-

vest in developing new integrated manage-

ment concepts, theoretical approaches and

communication management tools to deal

with the requirements of communicating

innovations and presenting the corpora-

tion behind an innovation.

The concept of “innovation communi-

cation” is a rather new concept that is

being defined. In this article, the authors

concur to the definition given by Ansgar

Zerfass in 2005 to the concept: symbolic

Bogdan Grigoras,, Simina Moldoveanu, Eduard Pandel



interactions between organizations and

their stakeholders, dealing with new prod-

ucts, services, and technologies [8]. Simone

Huck is also a scholar trying to explain the

new concept. The author states that inno-

vation communication has a very broad

range, both internal and external com-

munication: it reaches from customer com-

munications, media relations or online

relations to communication in the inter-

nal scope [9]. Also, the complexity of an

innovation has to be “translated” to gen-

eral audience. The explanation of techni-

cal specifications of an innovation is a

difficult task to obtain and it requires

special features and skills.

The authors agree that the concept is

yet to be defined, and the empirical find-

ings are to contribute to the theoretical

definition of innovation communication.

This is why the authors conducted a sur-

vey on Romanian firms through which

they gathered information on the concept

of innovation communication and its per-

spectives. The survey tries to identify the

status and the perspectives of the concept

in Romania researching the innovation

activity of the enterprises, the process of

communication of the innovation, the pos-

sible barriers of communication.

3. INNOVATION COMMUNICATION 
IN ROMANIA

For a more accurate analysis of the

innovative process and its environment it

is necessary to develop a better system of

measurement. In the last decade, based on

the concept of technological innovation

to register new products and technolo-

gies, the framework has been extended

by including the non-technological inno-

vations that are considered to be equally

important. Thus, innovation has been in-

cluded in the definition of two additional

processes, namely organizational innova-

tion and marketing innovation, in recog-

nition of efforts made by companies to

improve the performance [10].

3.1. International statistics

The benchmarking in industry and ser-

vices sectors gather data about the num-

ber of innovative and non-innovative com-

panies, the typology of innovations, the

turnover of the significant improved or new

products, innovation related expenses, the

public grants for innovation, the coopera-

tion between innovative companies, the

sources of information for innovation,

the impact of innovations in relation with

its typology and the economic indicators,

all of them being classified to the company

size (the number of employees), type of

industry or area of activity.

INNOVATION COMMUNICATION
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The “Innovation Union Scoreboard” is

a well-known tool measuring the innova-

tion implementation in European compa-

nies [11]. The tool was used to evaluate the

performance of the innovative process in

different European countries (including

Romania), strengths and weaknesses in

R&D, and the implementation of the in-

novative systems (Figure 1).

The results are grouped in four levels

of performance, as follows:

Level 1 = The Leaders of Innovation:

The most innovative countries are

Denmark, Finland, Germany, and

Swedish.

Level 2 = The Followers of Innovation:

Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia,

France, Luxemburg, Holland, Slovenia

and UK have attained medium levels

of performance growing.

Level 3 = The Moderate Innovators:

Czech, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Malta,

Poland, Portugal, Slovakia and Spain

have attained low levels of perform-

ance.

Level 4 = The modest Innovators:

Bulgaria, Lithuania, and Romania

have attained medium the lowest

level of performance.

Comparing the findings over a 5 years

period, all countries except Lithuania show

an absolute improvement in the innova-

tion performance over time.The findings

reveal that Romania and Bulgaria are the

growths leaders of the Modest Leaders.

This underlines the fact that most compa-

nies in Romania are in an early stage in

terms of innovation. Although there has

been some progress, they recorded sig-

nificant differences in competitiveness in

relation to the EU member states.

Bogdan Grigoras,, Simina Moldoveanu, Eduard Pandel
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To confirm these assessments, we stud-

ied the statistics provided by the National

Institute of Statistics:

INNOVATION COMMUNICATION

Figure 1 – EU member states’ innovation performance

National statistics

In Romania, starting with 2000, a first

attempt was made to estimate the evolu-

tionary process of innovation at the na-

tional level. In a study at the time, but in

subsequent studies too, revealed that in-

novation activity is modest, mainly to the

following aspects:

• Lack of funding and government sup-

port for this type of activity and high

costs for developing new products and

services or import new technologies.

• Firm’s organizational rigidity (resistance

to change), the inexistence of a dedi-

cated staff to introduce new management

and more oriented toward cost reduc-

tion than to increase competitiveness.

Statistical data presented below are pro-

vided by the National Institute of Statistics,

in Chapter Science, Technology and In-

novation [15]).
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Enterprises with innovative activities

have been classified in two categories:

• Enterprises with technological innovation:

- Enterprises with product innovations

and/or processes;

- Enterprises with innovations unfin-

ished and/or abandoned;

• Enterprises with organizational and mar-

keting innovations. This last category

complements the previous definition of

innovation statistics, innovative compa-

nies changing map explicitly.
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Figure 2 – Innovative versus Non-innovative Enterprises

In the studies done by the Romanian

NIS and reported in an equal period of two

years, is eloquently highlighted the trend

of innovation capacity of Romanian com-

panies, although at a relatively low rate

(Figure 2). The addition of organisational

and marketing innovations determined an

increasing percentage of the innovative

companies, as it can be easily seen in

Figure 3 comparing the data collected in

2004-2006 and 2006-2008.

The study highlighted the fact that tech-

nological innovations reported on shows

the Romanian companies must strive to

catch a level they are still far away, as the

European average is 47%. The report con-

cluded also that in Romania currently R&D

activity is reduced and therefore can not

be a major source of innovation.

However, the Romanian companies in

recent years (2006-2008) have demon-

strated innovative activity level in organi-

zational growth.

A survey conducted by the authors

showed clearly that the most important

barrier in obtaining financial rentability

of an innovation process is the fact that

the managers are afraid of assuming risks

(Figure 4).

There is no culture for taking risks and

obtaining profit from it. Most of 20% of the

respondents identified the culture of risk

taking as an important barrier in obtaining

financial rentability of their businesses.

The communication process of innovation

is not considered as an important factor of

disruption: less than 3% of the respondents

identified the barriers of communication
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Figure 3 – Innovative enterprises divided by types of innovation

Figure 4 – Which do you consider the most important barrier 
in obtaining ROI in innovation?
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as being a significant obstacle in obtaining

financial stability. So, the authors ask them-

selves whether this low rate demonstrates

a preparation of a communication strategy

for the innovation or, it just means that the

respondents are simply ignoring commu-

nication and they do not give any impor-

tance to it in the innovation process. The

authors are optimistic, due to a percentage

of 68% of the respondents that answered

that the communication of innovation was

a result of a previous communication strat-

egy (Figure 5). This means that commu-

nication is well taken into account when

it comes to the innovation process:

Bogdan Grigoras,, Simina Moldoveanu, Eduard PandelBogdan Grigoras,, Simina Moldoveanu, Eduard Pandel

Figure 5 – The communication of innovation

was a result of previous strategy?

The survey conducted by the authors

also reveals the fact that the concept of in-

novation communication is not yet under-

stood in Romania. One of the most impor-

tant variables of innovation communica-

tion – the expert journalists – is not yet

perceived as a significant mean of diffusion

of the innovation: 58% of the respondents

considered that expert journalists have a

low and a very low relevance in the com-

munication of innovation.

Another interesting issue is that 64% of

the respondents said that they had prob-

lems with the financing during the idea

stage or the implementation stage of the

innovation process (Figure 6).

The authors tried to find out what per-

centage of these 65% respondents have

tried to communicate their innovation in

order to find external financing. The rate

is a very encouraging one: 74% of those

who had finance problems had started to

communicate externally. This means that

they tried to reach for external financing

by communicating their innovation to

different potential investors. This is one

of the most important features of the

concept of innovation communication: to

try to find investors and to raise funds for

innovation process.

4. PERSPECTIVES OF THE CONCEPT 
OF INNOVATION COMMUNICATION 
IN ROMANIA

Linking strategy and communication for

innovation can create a culture of innova-

tion in the long run. As a future direction,

innovation communication may represent

an organizational dynamic capability to plan

the future direction of business including
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its mission, values, products and services

to stakeholders [16], to re-organize, and

increase the valuable resource base of a

company in the actual fast changing envi-

ronment. Moreover, communication of in-

novation strategy or corporate strategy can

be surveyed using the integrated view.

Through dialog situations and informa-

tion exchanges with stakeholders within

organizations and partnerships, as well

as outside in other sectors and industries,

communication can also lead to receiving

important feedback regarding strategy for-

mulation and implementation [17]. Strat-

egies for innovative marketing and com-

munication in collaborative innovation are

also topics [18], that can be pointed out

to demonstrate the relationship between

strategy and communication for innova-

tion. Creative means of communication

in organizational communication such as

social media highlight corporate issues and

innovative thinking in companies through

new and intelligent combinations of stra-

tegic communication planning and oper-

ational communication tools [19]. On the

other hand, interaction in collaborative in-

novation can support idea sharing. Dialogs

can form knowledge transfer, but also re-

quire communication strategies in order to

use the power of communication in col-

laborative innovation. Thus, the linkage

between strategy and communication for

innovation requires investigating frame-

works and developing new integrated ap-

proaches, methodologies and practically

oriented applications for organizations in

the innovation economy [20]. These chang-

ing organizational and network processes

can result in a strategic management per-

spective of innovation communication.

INNOVATION COMMUNICATIONINNOVATION COMMUNICATION

Figure 6 – In which stage of the innovation process did you face financing problems?
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Since portfolio management provides

key capabilities for achievement of an or-

ganization’s strategy, there may be a major

focus at the executive level to communicate

detailed information on the progress of

major product innovation and technology

strategy projects. Ongoing and well-target-

ed communication is a key requirement for

maintaining stakeholder confidence in the

objectives to be achieved [21].

As a facilitator for innovation, commu-

nication works at three levels:

– Organizational level, on which each

employee is challenged to contribute

putting new ideas, processes or tech-

nologies across. Leadership has thus

assigned the task of influencing atti-

tudes towards innovations by medi-

ating meaning in organizational social

relations. There are companies who

have employees dedicated to inno-

vation whose activity was officially

recognized as a profession since 2010

and was included in the Classification

of Occupations in Romania, as “In-

novation Manager”. He/she manages

the specific processes of innovation

in the company and makes sure that

new ideas turn into products and ser-

vices. The authors recommend ac-

celerated professional development

of this function, given that until now

were only 30 specialists certificated in

Romania, also implementing in com-

panies this kind of specialized man-

agement.

– Competitive level, on which Innova-

tion Communication has a crucial

role in strengthening the competitive

edge of the companies. The authors

recommend the organization of a spe-

cialized innovation communication

department. Competing for public

attention follows very specific rules

and procedures. In terms of an inte-

grative communication approach, ap-

propriate measures have to be

planned and implemented in line

with the overall market communica-

tion, public relations, and internal

communication strategies [22].

– External level, on which Innovation

Communication plays an important

part in the competitiveness of nations

and regions. In particular, it is ne-

cessary to guarantee the information

flow within clusters and innovation

Bogdan Grigoras,, Simina Moldoveanu, Eduard Pandel



systems, to focus on relevant topics,

to discuss chances and risks (see [23]

[24] [25]) of new technologies, and to

make research results publicly avail-

able. Since the mass media is the main

means to achieve this, journalism gets

challenged.

INNOVATION COMMUNICATION

It is not enough 

to do your best. 

You must first know 

what to do, 

and do your best.

(Edwards Deming)

Conclusions

As the authors have presented in the

research, many Romanian companies lack

a clearly articulated and well-communi-

cated product innovation and technology

strategy. Such a strategy is essential and is

strongly linked to positive performance

in product innovation.

Maintaining a competitive edge in a glo-

bal, innovative, and dynamically evolving

environment produces substantial pressure

to redefine how business is conducted. We

need an innovation strategy adapted to

this environment.

Innovation portfolio management might

be the most important driver for the Roma-

nian firm’s innovation performance. While

the new product development process

refers to “managing innovation projects

right”, innovation portfolio management

addresses the issue of “managing the right

innovation projects”.
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